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Introduc/on
The NIST Materials Data Cura$on System (MDCS) provides a
means for capturing, sharing, and transforming materials data
into a structured format based on the Extensible Markup
Language (XML) that is amenable to transforma$on to other
formats such as those used by exis$ng computa$onal tools. The
data are organized using user-selected community-developed
templates encoded in XML Schema used to create data
documents that are saved in a non-rela$onal (NoSQL) document
database. Each project, group, or organiza$on can run as many
MDCS instances as needed. Individual MDCS repositories can be
interconnected for federated searches and data sharing.

How the MDCS ﬁts into NIST’s overall MGI strategy

The ability of its underlying XML format to be transformed
into virtually any other format using standard tools, gives
the MDCS the ability to serve as a data source for a wide
variety of exis$ng materials informa$cs eﬀorts that can
span across projects, groups, and organiza$ons.

The MDCS has a ﬂexible user interface genera$on system that
dynamically creates data entry forms directly from the
templates (XML schemas) used to organize the data.

The MDCS provides a Representa$onal State Transfer (REST)
API that allows other so\ware to directly interact with it
over a network. MDCS func$ons are available via the API,
allowing for full automa$on.

Complex data models can be composed from reusable
templates allowing for groups of users and communi$es to
develop data formats tailored to their needs. This example
shows a new schema created using three schemas as types.

Metadata can be captured and packaged with the data
allowing for the data to be fully described to enable its
reuse.

Communi$es can standardize templates for common use
cases, leading to reusable data that is consistently formaWed
and described.

The MDCS provides for modularity down to the lowest levels
where reusable data types oﬀer the promise of standard
representa$ons to simplify data access.

A Template Composer hides the complexity of the
underlying XML Schemas allowing for users to quickly and
intui$vely design new templates.

The MDCS uses its templates to guide the search data.
More complex searches can be accomplished using a
SPARQL endpoint.

The MDCS is available from the NIST GitHub repository.
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